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Abstract
Let D be a digraph and let G be a multidigraph whose arcs are colored with the vertices of D. A walk, W, in G is a D-walk if the
consecutive colors encountered on W also form a walk in D. A set S ⊆ V (G) is a D-sink if any x ∈ V (G) − S reaches some y ∈ S
on a D-walk. We say S is D-independent (resp. independent) if no two vertices of S have a D-walk (resp. have an arc) between them.
Let D ∈ B2 (resp. D ∈ B3) if any ﬁnite D arc-colored digraph G always has an independent (resp. D-independent) D-sink, and let
D ∈ B1 if any ﬁnite D arc-colored tournament always has a 1-point D-sink. Sands et al. [On monochromatic paths in edge-colored
digraphs, J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 33 (1982) 271–275.] showed that if D has vertex set {red, blue} and arcs (red, red), (blue, blue)
then D ∈ B3, a D-walk then being just a monochromatic walk.
Here we give a classiﬁcation ofB2, and make inroads in the classiﬁcation ofB3 andB1, as well we prove the strict containment
B3B2B1. Finally, we generalize these problems by considering D to be an automaton and replacing D by the language accepted
by D.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We refer the reader requiring some background to the next section for the relevant terms and deﬁnitions. For a
more extensive treatment of directed graphs the relevant sections of [3] are a good introduction, and [1] is exclusively
devoted to the subject. Reid [15,16] has expounded on some of the topics we develop here by giving a variety of proofs
of the known results.
Rédei [14] proved that every tournament has a Hamiltonian path, i.e., a path through all the vertices, and Landau
[9] proved that every tournament has a 2-king, i.e., a vertex reachable from any other by a path of length at most two.
Removing an obvious impediment immediately increases the number of such structures, so if no vertex is dominated
by all the others then we have at least three each of 2-kings and Hamiltonian paths (see resp. [1,18]). One can even
impose a high degree of regularity on the structure of the spanning tree of paths from the other vertices to the 2-king
and still be guaranteed of its existence for sufﬁciently large tournaments [11].
These results might mitigate the surprise of a result due to Sands et al. [17]: if the arcs of a tournament are 2-colored,
then there is always a single vertex reachable from any other by a monochromatic path. If the arcs of a tournament
receive certain special types ofm-colorings then a 1-vertex sink on monochromatic paths still exists. In this regard Ming
Gang [12] shows that if there is no tri-colored triangle then the tournament has a 1-vertex sink, and Galeana-Sanchez
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[6] shows that if all k-cycles have at least k − 1 identical colors for k = 3, 4 then there is a 1-vertex sink. Recently,
the results of [6,12] have been uniﬁed and generalized by Hahn et al. [8]. In [10] the arcs of a tournament are colored
with the vertices of a poset, and a walk/path is monotone if the colors encountered on it form a nondecreasing sequence
in the partial order. It is proved that the 1-sinkable posets, i.e., those for which there is always a 1-vertex sink in the
tournament on monotone paths, are precisely the linear sums of 1- and 2-element antichains.
Some of these results are special cases of more general results applied to tournaments. Indeed Chvátal and Lovasz
[5] show that every digraph has an independent set reachable from any other vertex by a 1- or 2-path, and Sands et al.
in fact showed that any multidigraph whose arcs are 2-colored (restrictions apply in the inﬁnite case) contains a set S
reachable from any other vertex by a monochromatic path and such that distinct vertices of S have no monochromatic
paths between them.
In this paper we activate the program suggested in [10], an approach that will give a uniﬁed way of treating these
results. Color the arcs of G by the vertices of a digraph D and consider D-walks in G, i.e., walks v1, v2, . . . , vn such that
(color(vi, vi+1), color(vi+1, vi+2)) is an arc or loop of D for all i. Here color changes on the walk are only permitted
if the vertices of D corresponding to these colors are adjacent. A set of vertices is D-independent if there is no D-walk
between them, a D-sink in G has the property that any v not in the sink has a D-walk to some vertex of the sink. Let
B3 be the class of all D such that any multidigraph G arc-colored with the vertices of D has a D-independent D-sink.
The result of [17] then says that if D has vertices {red, blue} and arcs (red, red), (blue, blue) then D ∈ B3. Here we
give a new proof of this result in the ﬁnite case, and we give examples of digraphs in and not inB3. LetB2 be the class
of all D such that any multidigraph G arc-colored with the vertices of D has an independent D-sink. Some of the work
regarding B2 is implicitly covered in [10], although it was not known at the time that the 1-sinkable posets are in fact
the archetypes forB2.We clarify this fact in the classiﬁcation ofB2 that we give. Last in theB-series isB1, the class of
all D such that any tournament colored with the vertices of D has a 1-vertex D-sink, the 1-sinkable digraphs. One may
interpret the results of Rédei and Landau as showing that the digraph D with V (D)= {red} and A(D)= {(red, red)} is
1-sinkable. EvidentlyB3 ⊆ B2 ⊆ B1, but we shall prove the inclusions are strict by exhibiting examples in each case.
A ﬁnal generalization is the following. Let be an alphabet and letL ⊆ ∗ be a language. If the arcs of G are colored
with the alphabet  then an L-walk in G is a walk whose colors spell out a word in L. Then the notion of aBi-language
arises, which generalizes the notion of a Bi-digraph since each digraph has a particular language associated with it.
The result of Chvátal and Lovasz then says that L ∈ B2, where L = {r, b, rb, br, rr, bb}.
2. Preliminaries
Since relations are just digraphs the theory of relations can be thought of as part of the theory of digraphs. However,
the theory of relations has its own unique terminology so this section is divided into two.
2.1. Digraphs
We call G = (V ,A) a digraph if V is a set and A ⊆ V × V , and G is a multidigraph if A is multi-subset of V × V .
Elements of V = V (G) are the vertices of G and elements of A = A(G) are the arcs of G. An arc of the form (x, x)
is a loop, and G = (V ,A) is a looped digraph if and only if (x, x) ∈ A for all x ∈ V . A walk in G is a sequence of
vertices v0, v1, . . ., vn, such that (vi−1, vi) ∈ A(G) for each 1 in, and the walk is a circuit if vn = v0. A walk or
circuit whose vertices are distinct is (resp.) a path or a cycle.
If S ⊆ V (G) then the induced (multi)digraph on S is denoted 〈S〉G and has V (〈S〉G) = S and A(〈S〉G) = {(x, y) ∈
A(G): x, y ∈ S}. We shall say a subset S ⊆ V (G) is independent if the only arcs in 〈S〉G are loops. Let G be a looped
digraph, and suppose that (i) V (G) = C1 ∪ C2 ∪ · · · ∪ Cn where each Ci is nonempty and Ci ∩ Cj = ∅ whenever
i 
= j , (ii) (x, y) ∈ A(G) whenever x 
= y and x, y ∈ Ci for some i, and (iii) Ci × Cj ⊆ A(G) whenever i 
= j and
Ci × Cj ∩ A(G) 
= ∅ or i = j and (x, x) ∈ A(G) for some x ∈ Ci . Then the digraph G′ with V (G′) = {C1, . . . , Cn}
and (Ci, Cj ) ∈ A(G′) if and only if (Ci × Cj ) ∩ A(G) 
= ∅ is called a contraction of G.
The complement, Gc, of G = (V ,A) has V (Gc) = V (G) and A(Gc) = (V × V ) − A(G), while the converse,
G−1, has V (G−1) = V (G) and A(G−1) = {(x, y): (y, x) ∈ A(G)}. Note that R = R−1 if R is an equivalence
relation, and that R−1 is (resp.) a partial order or quasiorder if R is a partial order or quasiorder. The multidigraph
D1 • D2, is the linear sum of D1 and D2, and is deﬁned by V (D1 • D2) = V (D1) ∪ V (D2) (disjoint union) and
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A(D1 • D2) = A(D1) ∪ A(D2) ∪ V (D1) × V (D2). A linear sum of (resp.) two partial orders or two quasiorders is
again a partial order or a quasiorder.
A tournament, T, is a digraph with no loops and such that for any two vertices x 
= y exactly one of (x, y) ∈ A(T )
or (y, x) ∈ A(T ) holds. We use C3 and T3 for (resp.) the cyclic tournament and the transitive tournament on three
vertices.
2.2. Relations
For a digraph D = (V ,R) the arc set R is also called a relation on V, and one writes (resp.) xRy or xR/y whenever
(x, y) ∈ A(D) or (x, y) /∈A(D). For a relation R on V we consider four axioms (1) xRx for all x ∈ V , (reﬂexivity) (2a)
xRy and yRx implies x = y for all x, y ∈ V , (antisymmetry) (2b) xRy implies yRx for all x, y ∈ V , (symmetry) (3) xRy
and yRz implies xRz for all x, y, z ∈ V , (transitivity). A quasiorder, R, satisﬁes (1) and (3) and R is a partial order if
in addition it satisﬁes (2a). A partial order R is a total order if for each x 
= y exactly one of xRy or yRx holds. If R
is a partial order or quasiorder then xRy is often written as xy or yx, and x <y means that xy and x 
= y. An
independent set in a partial order or quasiorder is an antichain. If  is a partial order on V then an element x ∈ V is
maximal (resp. minimal) if there is no y ∈ V for which x <y (resp. y <x). An equivalence relation satisﬁes (1), (2b)
and (3).
A quasiorder, , on V gives rise to an equivalence relation in a natural way, and subsequently there are two ways to
associate a partial order with the given quasiorder. Let xRy mean that xy and yx, then R is an equivalence relation
on V, and the equivalence class of x modulo R is [x]R = {y ∈ V : xRy}. Deﬁne the quotient of V modulo R to be
V/R={[x]R: x ∈ V }. For brevity the sets [x]R will be called bunches. If we deﬁne [x]R[y]R whenever xy then 
is a partial order on V/R, the quotient partial order of the quasiorder. If instead of contracting the bunches to points
we replace each bunch by a total order, then we obtain an extension of to a partial order. More precisely if (B,A(B))
is a total order for each B ∈ V/R then deleting the arcs of B × B from  and introducing the arcs of (B,A(B)) for
each B results in a partial order.
3. The hierarchy of reachability problems
Let D be a digraph and let G be a multidigraph whose arcs are colored with the vertices of D, say :A(G) → V (D).
A walk or path, v0, v1, . . . , vn in G is a D-walk or D-path iff ((v0, v1)), ((v1, v2)), . . . ,((vn−1, vn)) is a walk
in D. In this case we shall also say that the walk or path is D-admissible. A set of vertices S ⊆ V (G) is a D-sink
if for every x ∈ V (G) − S there is a D-walk from x to some point of S. Similarly S ⊆ V (G) is a D-source if for
every x ∈ V (G) − S there is a D-walk from some point of S to x. A set S ⊂ V (G) is D-independent if there is no
D-walk between any two distinct vertices of S, and S is independent if there is no arc of G between any two distinct
vertices of S. We remark that in the general case the existence of a D-walk between two vertices does not guarantee the
existence of a D-path between those vertices, although for some D this is true. Furthermore, there are examples where
the concatenation of two D-paths is a D-walk, yet no D-path exists between the endpoints, hence our preference for
D-walks in our deﬁnitions.
The digraph D has tournament coloring number k if any D-arc coloring of any ﬁnite tournament always has a D-sink
of size at most k and this bound is achieved. We write tc(D) = k in this case, and tc(D) = ∞ otherwise. We also say
that D is k-sinkable if tc(D) = k. Clearly we have
Lemma 3.1. The ﬁrst statement implies the second, and the second statement implies the third.
1. Any D arc-colored ﬁnite multidigraph G contains a D-independent D-sink.
2. Any D arc-colored ﬁnite multidigraph G contains an independent D-sink.
3. D is 1-sinkable.
The class of all digraphs D that satisfy the ﬁrst property of Lemma 3.1 will be denoted B3, those D that satisfy the
second property constitute the class B2, and those D that satisfy the last property form the class B1. So we have the
hierarchy B3 ⊆ B2 ⊆ B1.
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As in [2] we deﬁne the reachability digraph of a D-arc colored multidigraph G, RD(G), by V (RD(G))=V (G) and
A(RD(G)) = {(x, y): there is a D-walk from x to y in G}. Thus, D ∈ B3 means precisely that RD(G) has a kernel
for any D-arc colored multidigraph G, and D ∈ B1 means precisely that RD(T ) has a vertex dominated by all the
others whenever T is a tournament. If RD(G)=RE(G) then we say the two colorings of G have the same reachability.
We now collect some basic facts about the hierarchy.
Lemma 3.2. The following properties hold for various Bi , i = 1, 2, 3:
1. If D ∈ Bi , i = 1, 2, 3, then every vertex of D is looped.
2. If D ∈ Bi , i = 1, 2, 3 and D1 is an induced subdigraph of D then D1 ∈ Bi .
3. Let D′ be a contraction of D. Then D ∈ Bi if and only if D′ ∈ Bi , i = 1, 2, 3.
4. If D ∈ Bi , i = 1, 2 and V (D1) = V (D), A(D) ⊆ A(D1) then D1 ∈ Bi .
Proof. (1) If x ∈ V (D) and (x, x) /∈A(D) then coloring each arc of C3 with x shows that D /∈B3, hence D /∈Bi ,
i = 1, 2, 3, by Lemma 3.1.
(2) Any counterexample showing D1 /∈Bi also shows that D /∈Bi , i = 1, 2, 3.
(3) Let V (D)=C1 ∪C2 ∪ · · ·∪Cn be the partition such that V (D′)={C1, . . . , Cn}. Let the arcs of the multidigraph
G be colored with the vertices of D′. If an arc of G is colored with Ci ∈ V (D′) then recolor this arc with (any) c ∈ Ci .
It is then clear that there is a D′-walk from x to y with respect to the old coloring if and only if there is a D-walk from
x to y in the new coloring. Conversely, let the arcs of the multidigraph G be colored with the vertices of D. If an arc of
G is colored with c ∈ V (D) then recolor this arc with the unique Ci such that Ci  c. Then clearly there is a D-walk
from x to y with respect to the old coloring if and only if there is a D′-walk from x to y in the new coloring. It follows
from these two observations that D ∈ Bi if and only if D′ ∈ Bi , i = 1, 2, 3. (4) This fact is trivial, since any D-walk
is also a D1-walk, i.e., the reachability of D1 is greater than that of D. 
That is to say each Bi is closed under taking contractions and induced sub-digraphs, while B2 and B1 are closed
under the operation of adding arcs to any of their members.
4. The B2 classiﬁcation
We begin our analysis in the middle of the hierarchy B3 ⊆ B2 ⊆ B1. This is because the B2 classiﬁcation is
complete and the characterization is uncomplicated to state. Later this limits the scope of our enquiry for B3, and
shows the way for constructing a digraph D ∈ B1 −B2. Some of the results below are implicit in [10], but not in the
context of a B2-classiﬁcation.
Lemma 4.1. If D1,D2 ∈ B2 then D1 • D2 ∈ B2.
Proof. Consider an arc coloring of a multidigraph G by the vertices of D1 • D2. For i = 1, 2 let Gi be the sub-
multidigraph of G with V (Gi) = V (G) and let the colored arcs of Gi be precisely those arcs of G colored with the
vertices of Di . Then G1 has an independent D1-sink, S, and similarly 〈S〉G2 has an independent D2-sink, S′, say. Then
S′ is independent in G because A(G)=A(G1)∪A(G2), and S′ is a (D1 •D2)-sink, since any x /∈ S has a D1-walk in
G (that lies in G1) to some vertex y ∈ S, and then y has a D2-walk (that lies in G2) to some s ∈ S′and these two walks
can be concatenated. 
Theorem 4.2. The following are equivalent:
1. D ∈ B2,
2. Dc has no odd cycle,
3. D is spanned by a quasiorder whose quotient partial order is a linear sum of 1- and 2-element antichains.
Proof. (3) implies (1): By [17], the 2-element antichain is in B3 (see Theorem 5.5 for a short proof), hence the 2-
element antichain is inB2. By Lemma 3.2(2) the classB2 is closed under taking induced subgraphs, so the 1-element
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antichain is also in B2. By Lemma 4.1 the class B2 is closed under linear sums, so any partial order that is a linear
sum of 1- and 2-element antichains is inB2. By Lemma 3.2(3) the classB2 is closed under taking contractions, so any
quasiorder whose quotient partial order is such a sum is also in B2. Finally, by Lemma 3.2(4) the class B2 is closed
under the addition of arcs to any of its members, hence D ∈ B2.
(1) implies (2): We prove the contrapositive. If Dc contains the odd cycle 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2k, 0 then let G be the odd
cycle with V (G) = {y0, y1, . . . , y2k} and colored arcs y0 0→ y1 1→ y2 2→· · · 2k−1→ y2k 2k→ y0. The only D-walks in G are
just single arcs, hence G has no independent D-sink and D /∈B2.
(2) implies (1): This requires classifying digraphs with no odd cycle, which is similar to the undirected case where
the answer is the class of bipartite graphs.
Assume Dc contains no odd cycle. Then Dc contains no odd circuit, since a self-intersecting odd circuit is the
catenation of an odd circuit and an even one, and the process may be iterated until an odd cycle is obtained.
Deﬁne a relation, R, on V (Dc) by stipulating that xRy if and only if either x = y or x and y both belong to some
circuit, C, ofDc. Clearly, R is an equivalence relation.We claim that for x ∈ V (Dc), 〈[x]R〉 is bipartite, i.e., the vertices
of 〈[x]R〉 can be partitioned into two independent sets. To see this let
E= {u ∈ [x]R: ∃ an even walk from x to u} ∪ {x},
O= {u ∈ [x]R: ∃ an odd walk from x to u}.
Then O ∩ E = ∅, for if v ∈ O ∩ E then x has an odd walk, O, to v and also x has an even walk, E, to v; but then
since v ∈ [x]R there is a walk, W, from v to x, so either OW or EW is an odd circuit, a contradiction. If u, v ∈ E then
(u, v) /∈A(Dc), otherwise x has an even walk, E, to v and also x has an odd walk, O, to v by ﬁrst taking an even walk to
u followed by the arc (u, v); a contradiction as before. Similarly O has no arcs between any two of its vertices, hence
〈[x]R〉Dc = O ∪ E is bipartite or consists of a single independent set.
Observe that by deﬁnition of R, no circuit inDc can pass through two or more distinct equivalence classes of the form
[x]R (otherwise these equivalence classes would amalgamate, a contradiction). Now let S be any set of equivalence
classes of the form [x]R . Plainly it cannot be that for every [x]R there is a [y]R 
= [x]R in S such that there is an arc
from [y]R to [x]R , for if this was the case then we could build a circuit through two or more classes in S simply by
starting with a given class and following such arcs backwards until a class is encountered twice. Therefore, S must have
a “minimal” class, i.e., a class in S that receives no arcs from any of the other classes in S. Starting with S = V (Dc)
and successively deleting a minimal class from the classes that remain we obtain an ordering [x1]R, [x2]R, . . . , [xn]R
such that any arc of Dc not already in a class must be consistent with this ordering. From this decomposition we see
that D contains all of the arcs going against the ordering, and that in D each [xi]R is ﬁlled in to a complete directed
graph or contains a union of two such structures. Thus, D has the structure described in (3).
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
5. Some theorems concerning B3
Having completely classiﬁed the digraphs inB2 the scope of our search for digraphs inB3 is now naturally restricted.
Let V (V5) = {r, b, g} and A(V5) = V (V5)2 − {(b, g)}, and let V (S) = {r, b} and A(S) = {(r, r), (b, b)}. Theorem 5.6
is devoted to proving that V5 ∈ B3, and as noted above, S ∈ B3 by [17].
If V (D) = {r, b} and A(D) = {(r, r), (b, b), (r, b)} then D ∈ B3 since D is an induced subdigraph of V5; together
with S ∈ B3 it follows that all looped digraphs on two vertices are in B3.
Let V ={r, b, g} and L={(r, r), (b, b), (g, g)}. OnV there are 16 nonisomorphic looped digraphs. By coloring each
arc of C3 a different color we see that (V , L) /∈B3. Seven of the 16 are ruled out fromB3 by Theorem 5.1 below, and
another one is ruled out by an ad-hoc construction in Lemma 5.2 (which incidentally shows thatB3 is a proper subset
ofB2). Of the seven remaining digraphs, three are contractible to an induced subdigraph of V5, and two are contractible
to an induced subdigraph of S. This leaves two of the 16 cases unsettled, which are listed as open problems in the last
section.
5.1. Digraphs not in B3
The ﬁrst theorem gives us a general result that can discount a digraph from belonging to B3.
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Theorem 5.1. Let W : x0, x1, . . . , xk be a walk in D such that
(i) for all xj , 0jk − 1, there is a color cj ∈ V (D) such that (xj , cj ) /∈A(D),
(ii) (xk, x0) /∈A(D).
Then D /∈B3.
Proof. Let
V (G) = {vij : i ∈ Z3, j ∈ Zk+1} ∪ {∞}.
A(G) = {(vij , vi(j+1)): 0jk − 1} ∪ {(vik, v(i+1)0): i ∈ Z3} ∪ {(vij ,∞): i ∈ Z3, 1jk}.
Color the arcs of G as follows: (1) for each 0jk − 1 color the arc (vij , vi(j+1)) with xj , (2) for each i ∈ Z3 color
the arc (vik, v(i+1)0) with xk , and (3) for each i ∈ Z3 and 1jk color the arc (vij ,∞) with cj−1.
We claim G has no D-independent D-sink. To see this note that ∞ has no arcs emanating from it, so any putative
D-sink, S, must have ∞ ∈ S. Then the vertices vij , 1jk, all reach ∞, but none of the vertices v00, v10, v20 reach
∞. Now any two of these three remaining vertices have a D-walk, (labelled by vertices of W), between them, and no
one of them absorbs the other two. Therefore, G does not have a D-independent D-sink, and D /∈B3. 
The next result gives some ad hoc constructions that rule out a speciﬁc digraph from belonging to B3.
Lemma 5.2. The following digraphs are not in B3.
1. V (D1) = {r, b, g}, A(D1) = {(r, r), (b, b), (g, g), (r, b), (r, g)}.
2. V (D2) = {u, u′, b, g}, A(D2) ⊆ V (D2)2 − {(b, u), (g, u′), (b, g), (g, b)}.
Proof. To see that D1 /∈B3 consider G1:
V (G1) = Z6,
A(G1) = {(i, i + 1), (i, i + 3): i ∈ Z6},
(0, 3), (3, 0), (1, 4), (4, 1), (2, 5), (5, 2) colored r,
(0, 1), (2, 3), (4, 5) colored g,
(1, 2), (3, 4), (5, 0) colored b.
To see that D2 /∈B3 consider G2:
V (G2) = Z6,
A(G2) = {(i, i + 1), (i, i + 3): i ∈ Z6},
(0, 3), (2, 5), (4, 1) colored u,
(3, 0), (5, 2), (1, 4) colored u′,
(0, 1), (2, 3), (4, 5) colored g,
(1, 2), (3, 4), (5, 0) colored b. 
Note that if D2 has the maximum number of arcs then D2 is not contractible to D1. By Theorem 4.2 the digraph of
Lemma 5.2(1) is in B2, so we have the following.
Theorem 5.3. If V (D1) = {r, b, g} and A(D1) = {(r, r),(b, b),(g, g),(r, b),(r, g)} then D1 ∈ B2 −B3.
5.2. Digraphs in B3
The main result of [17] uses Zorn’s lemma applied to a certain partial order. However, the theorem can be cast as a
statement about two quasiorders, and the proof can be “decoupled” to reﬂect this fact. As an example of this approach,
and for the sake of completeness, we give the following result which yields a short, new proof of the ﬁnite case of [17].
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Theorem 5.4. Let  red, blue be partial orders on the ﬁnite set X. Then there is a set S ⊆ X that is an antichain in
each partial order and has the property that for each x ∈ X − S at least one of x red s or xblue s holds for some
s ∈ S.
Proof. Let S be the set of maximal elements of (X,  red). If each m ∈ S is a minimal element of (X, blue) then
S is the required set, so suppose that there exists an m ∈ S and a t ∈ X such that t<blue m. By induction there is
a set S′ ⊆ X − {t} that is an antichain in (X − {t},  i ), i = red, blue, and such that for each x ∈ X − {t} there
is an s ∈ S′ such that x red s or xblue s. Clearly S′ is still an antichain in (X,  i ), i = red, blue. We claim that
S′ is the set we seek, and for this it sufﬁces to show that t i s for some s ∈ S and some color i. Now if m ∈ S′
then t<blue m ∈ S′, and we are done. On the other hand if m /∈ S′ then maximality of m in  red implies mblue s
for some s ∈ S′, which together with t<blue m then gives t<blue s ∈ S′. Thus S′ works if S fails, and the proof is
complete. 
Theorem 5.5 (Sands et al. [17]). Let D be given by V (D) = {red, blue} and A(D) = {(red, red), (blue, blue)}. Then
D ∈ B3.
Proof. Let G be a (ﬁnite) multidigraph whose arcs are colored with red, blue. Deﬁne xredy if x = y or there is a
red monochromatic walk from x to y, and similarly deﬁne xbluey. Then red and blue are quasiorders on V (G),
which we extend to partial orders  red and blue by replacing any bunches with total orders (see the section on
relations). Note that S is an antichain in  red if and only if S is an antichain in red, and similarly for the color blue.
By Theorem 5.4 there is a set S ⊆ V (G) that is an antichain in both (V (G),  i ), i = red, blue, and such that for each
x ∈ V (G) there is an s ∈ S for which x red s or xblue s. Clearly S is a D-independent D-sink in G, and the proof is
complete. 
The next result is new and makes use of the notion of the closure of a colored digraph.
Theorem 5.6. Let V5 be given by V (V5)= {red, blue, green} and A(V5)= V (V5)2 − {(blue, green)}. Then V5 ∈ B3.
Before giving the proof we describe the closure of a multidigraph colored with the vertices of V5. Let the arcs of
G be colored red, blue and green with V5 above describing the admissible walks. Consider the following two closure
operations:
(C1) If x red→ y then introduce the arcs x blue→ y and x green→ y if these arcs are not already present.
(C2) If there is a V5-walk x c→ z c
′→ · · · c′′→ u c→ y then introduce the arc x c→ y if this arc is not already present.
Since G is ﬁnite we may perform (C1) and (C2) until no new arcs can result from further applications. The colored
multidigraph so obtained is G, the closure of G with respect to operations (C1), (C2). Clearly, G is the smallest colored
multidigraph containing G that is invariant under the closure operations.
Lemma 5.7. With G, G as above we have
1. G and G have the same reachability,
2. If x 
= y and x has a V5-walk to y in G then one of the following paths exists in G:
(i) x green→ y,
(ii) x blue→ y,
(iii) x green→ z blue→ y,
(iv) x blue→ z1 red→ z2 green→ y.
The proof of this lemma is straightforward and is left to the reader.
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Proof of Theorem 5.6. Let G be a multidigraph whose arcs are colored red, blue and green with admissible walks
determined by V5. By Lemma 5.7 we may assume without any loss of generality that G is closed, i.e., G = G. For
x, y ∈ V (G) let xbluey if and only if x = y or x blue→ y in G, and let xgreeny if and only if x = y or x green→ y. Theni ,
i = blue, green are quasiorders because G is closed. Let B be a minimal bunch ofblue and let K = {y ∈ V (G): (∃u ∈
B)[ygreenu]} ∪ B. If V (G) − K = ∅ then S = {x} is a V5-independent V5-sink for any x ∈ B, so suppose that
V (G) − K 
= ∅. By induction let S be a V5-independent V5-sink for G1 = 〈V (G) − K〉. We claim that if x, y ∈ S,
x 
= y and x has a V5-walk to y in G then there is a path x blue→ z1 red→ z2 green→ y in G. Indeed G is closed, so we need to only
examine the four possiblities of Lemma 5.7(2). Clearly x green→ y or x blue→ y are impossible because G1 is an induced
subdigraph of G and S is independent in G1. Also x
green→ z blue→ y is impossible, since the V5-independence of S in G1
would force z ∈ K , and then x ∈ K would follow, contrary to how S was constructed. This leaves only possibility (iv),
as claimed. Let us write (resp.) x gb→ y or x brg→ y whenever there is a path x green→ z blue→ y or a path x blue→ z1 red→ z2 green→ y inG.
Now for x, y ∈ S deﬁne x <y iff x has a V5-walk to y in G. Then S is quasiordered by <, for if x <y and y < z and
x = y or y = z then x < z is immediate, while if x 
= y and y 
= z then x brg→ y and y brg→ z together give x < z. Let S1
be a set of maximal elements of S with respect to <. Then S1 is V5-independent, and moreover any y ∈ V (G1) has a
V5-walk in G to some s ∈ S1, because y has a V5-walk to some z ∈ S and either z ∈ S1 or z brg→ s ∈ S1, and in the latter
case the concatenated (y, z, s)-walk is admissible. We now consider two cases:
Case 1: For each x ∈ B there exists s ∈ S1 such that x has a V5-walk to s in G. In this case S1 absorbs the remaining
vertices of K, since any y ∈ K has y green→ x ∈ B for some x and by Lemma 5.7(2) this x has a V5-walk to some s ∈ S1
that begins with blue→ or green→ . Therefore S1 is a V5-independent V5-sink for G, and we are done.
Case 2: There exists x0 ∈ B such that x0 cannot reach any s ∈ S1 on a V5-walk in G. Here we claim that if s ∈ S1
reaches x0, then s
brg→ x0. Again since G is closed, we need to only examine the four possiblities of Lemma 5.7(2).
Clearly s green→ x0 is impossible since s /∈K . Also s blue→ x0 is impossible since s /∈K means s /∈B, and B is a minimal
bunch of blue containing the vertex x0. Finally s
green→ z blue→ x0 is impossible, for otherwise the minimality of B gives
z ∈ B and hence s ∈ K , a contradiction. Now let S2 consist of those vertices in S1 that reach x0, by our claim it is now
easy to see that (S1 − S2) ∪ {x0} is a V5-independent V5-sink for G.
Cases 1 and 2 are settled, and the proof is complete. 
6. Some theorems concerning B1
First we consider digraphs that are not 1-sinkable and we analyze the structure of a minimal counterexample for
such digraphs. The following result is due to the second author and part (1) is comparable to the argument used in
[12]. Furthermore, regarding part (1), the arcs of the Hamiltonian cycle that must exist in a minimal counterexample
are among the “forced arcs” described in [8].
Lemma 6.1. Given D /∈B1, letKm(D) be a D arc-colored tournament with the smallest number, m, of vertices that
does not have a 1-vertex D-sink. Then:
1. Km(D) has a Hamiltonian cycle x0, x1, . . . , xm−1, x0 such that for all i the point xi−1 is a sink for the tournament
Km(D) − xi (indices modulo m).
2. For every arc xy ∈ Km(D) there are vertices z,w ∈ V (Km(D)) such that x, y, z and w, x, y are paths that are
not D-paths.
3. If C3 is 1-sinkable for D then for every vertex v ∈Km(D) there exist vertices x, y ∈Km(D) such that x, v, y is a
D-path.
Proof. For every x ∈Km(D) let f (x) be a sink inKm(D)−x. If f is not 1–1, say f (x)= s=f (x′) and x 
= x′, then
s is a sink forKm(D), contrary to our assumption. Therefore, sinceKm(D) is ﬁnite, it follows that f is a bijection.
Note that f−1(x) cannot have a D-walk into x for any x, otherwise x is a sink forKm(D).
If f (S) = S for some proper subset S ⊂ V (Km(D)) then Tn = 〈S〉 has a sink, s, since n<m. Then s is a sink for
Km(D), since f−1(s) ∈ S has a D-walk into s inKm(D). It follows that f is a cycle of order m. If f−1(x) → x for
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any x then clearly x is a sink forKm(D), again a contradiction, so x → f−1(x) for all x. Starting with any vertex x0
we now get the required Hamiltonian cycle by setting xi = f−i (x0) for i = 1, 2, . . . , m − 1.
Let xy ∈ A(Km(D)) be an arbitrary arc, say x = xi , y = xj . We have xi−1 
= xj , because xi−1 → xi but xi → xj .
Then there is a D-walk from xj to xi−1 inKm(D) − xi , and the ﬁrst arc of this walk, say xj z, is such that xi, xj , z is
not a D-path, otherwise xi reaches xi−1 on a D-walk and xi−1 is a sink forKm(D). Similarly, note that xi+1 
= xj+1
since xi 
= xj , and that deleting xi+1 gives a walk from xj+1 to xi inKm(D)− xi+1. If the last arc of this walk is wxi ,
then w, xi, xj cannot be a D-path, otherwise xj+1 has a walk inKm(D) to xj and xj would be a sink forKm(D).
Finally let v = xi ∈ V (Km(D)). We know that m4, since all D arc colorings of C3 have a sink by assumption.
Let xi+1 = y1, y2, . . . , yr = xi−1 be a D-walk inKm(D)− xi . Now along this walk there must be two vertices, ys and
ys+1 with ys → ys+1 such that xi → ys and ys+1 → xi , because xi dominates the starting vertex of the walk but is
dominated by the ending vertex of the walk. The walk xi, ys, ys+1 cannot be aD-walk, for then xi reaches xi−1, and also
the walk ys, ys+1, xi cannot be a D-walk, for then xi+1 reaches xi . Since we are assuming that any D arc coloring of C3
has a sink, i.e., aD-walk of length 2, it follows that ys+1, xi, ys must be aD-walk and we have proved the last result. 
A good illustration of Lemma 6.1 is the exampleK5(P ) in the proof of Theorem 6.8. The next lemma is obvious.
Lemma 6.2. A tournament T has a 1-vertex sink for all D arc colorings iff T −1 has a 1-vertex source for all D−1 arc
colorings.
However, the reverse of a D-walk need not always be a D-walk, but the following lemma is still true:
Lemma 6.3. The following are equivalent:
1. All ﬁnite D arc colored tournaments have a sink on D-walks.
2. All ﬁnite D arc colored tournaments have a source on D-walks.
3. All ﬁnite D arc colored tournaments have a sink or a source on D-walks.
Proof. (1) implies (2): Let Tn be tournament with n vertices whose arcs areD-colored, and consider Tn, Tn−1, Tn−2, . . .
where Tj−1 is obtained from Tj by deleting a D-sink from Tj . Clearly the lone vertex of T1 is a D-source for Tn.
(2) implies (3): This is trivial.
(3) implies (1): Let Tn be as above and again consider the sequence of tournaments Tn, Tn−1, Tn−2, . . . , where Tj−1
is obtained from Tj by deleting a D-source from Tj , provided that Tj has a D-source. If the sequence terminates at Tm
then Tm does not have a D-source, so it has a D-sink, v, which is then a D-sink for Tn. 
By the above lemma we have
Theorem 6.4. D ∈ B1 if and only if D−1 ∈ B1.
Proof. Let D ∈ B1 and let T be any tournament. By Lemma 6.2 any coloring of T −1 by the vertices of D−1 has a
1-vertex D−1-source. As T varies over all tournaments so does T −1, hence by Lemma 6.3, D−1 ∈ B1. 
We now examine small digraphs with ﬁve or fewer vertices. In [16] 1-sinkable digraphs are investigated on 3 or
fewer vertices, but the deﬁnition of a sink used there is based on D-paths, and as we remarked earlier our deﬁnitions
are based on D-walks.
Now suppose that |V (D)|4. IfDc has a 3-cycle thenD /∈B1, since we may colorC3 with the colors of this 3-cycle
so that there is no 1-vertex sink. So if D ∈ B1 then Dc has no odd cycle, hence D ∈ B2 by Theorem 4.2. This gives
Theorem 6.5. If |V (D)|4 then D ∈ B1 if and only if D ∈ B2.
If |V (D)| = 5 and if we suppose that D ∈ B1 −B2 then Dc must contain a 5-cycle, say without loss of generality
V (D)=Z5 and (i, i+2) ∈ A(Dc) for each i ∈ Z5.Then i, i+2, i+4 is a 2-path inDc for each i, hence (j, j+1) ∈ A(D)
for each j to avoid a 3-cycle in Dc. Furthermore, for each j ∈ Z5 one of the arcs (j + 1, j) or (j + 2, j + 1) must also
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be in D, otherwise Dc contains a 3-cycle. Therefore D contains one of the following, where a plain edge indicates both
arcs are present:
(a) 0 → 1—2 → 3—4—0,
(b) 0 → 1—2—3—4—0,
(c) 0—1—2—3—4—0.
Each of (a), (b) or (c) may be ﬁlled in with arcs of the form (i + 2, i), i ∈ Z5, in 32 possible ways, but those
ﬁllings with a C3 in Dc are discarded. Cases (a), (b) and (c) then have 20, 24 and 8 nonisomorphic ﬁllings, for
a total of 52 nonisomorphic candidates. This list is further reduced by Theorem 6.4 to just 35 candidates. We will
show that the digraph among these with the maximum number of arcs, A5, is 1-sinkable, where V (A5) = Z5 and
A(A5) = Z25 − {(c, c + 2): c ∈ Z5}.
Again by Theorem 4.2, A5 /∈B2, and a 2-walk x c→ y e→ z is not admissible for A5 iff e ≡ c + 2 (mod 5). Our case
analysis will use the following rules.
Lemma 6.6. In anyKm(A5) the following rules hold:
1. Start/Stop Rule: For any two points x, y ofKm(A5) all admissible walks from x to y must start with the same color
and end with the same color.
2. Circuit Completion Rule: If there is an admissible walk x i→ y j→· · · k→ z and i 
= k then z → x, i.e., the circuit
must be completed.
3. ±2 Rule: If x i→ y then y i+2→ z for some z, and also w i−2→ x for some w.
Proof. By Lemma 6.1 let x0, x1, . . . , xm−1, x0 be the Hamiltonian cycle in Km(A5) such that xi−1 is a sink for
Km(A5) − xi . Let x = xi, y = xj and suppose that W1 : x i→ u p→· · · k→ y and W2 : x i
′→ u′ p
′
→ · · · k′→ y are two
admissible walks with i 
= i′. Note that xi+1 
= xj+1 since xi 
= xj , so there is a walk, W3 from xj+1 to xi in
Km(A5)− xi+1. If the ending color of W3 is c then we cannot have both i = c + 2 and i′ = c + 2, hence the walk W3
can be concatenated with the walk W1 or the walk W2, and xj+1 has a walk to xj , a contradiction.
Similarly, suppose that W1 : x i→ u p→· · · k→ y and W2 : x i
′→ u′ p
′
→ · · · k′→ y are two admissible walks with k 
= k′.
Then vertex y = xj reaches xi−1 inKm(A5) on a walk W3, and this walk concatenates with W1 or W2 to give a walk
from xi to xi−1, a contradiction. The Start/Stop Rule now implies the Circuit Completion Rule.
Finally, the ±2 Rule follows from Lemma 6.1(2). 
Theorem 6.7. The digraph A5 is 1-sinkable, i.e., A5 ∈ B1.
Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that A5 is not 1-sinkable. The ±2 Rule implies that for each vertex of
Km(A5) the number of colors going into that vertex equals the number of colors going out of that vertex. In particular,
if there is a vertex v ∈ V (Km(A5)) with only one color, c, going into it and one color, c + 2, going out of it then we
get a contradiction, because then there is no admissible 2-path through v contrary to Lemma 6.1(3) [any coloring of
C3 by A5 has a 1-vertex sink].
Therefore, every vertex ofKm(A5) has at least two colors going in and out of it.
The ﬁrst case we examine is that of a vertex v with colors 0, 1 going into it and colors 3, 2 going out of it, that is
y1
0→ v, y2 1→ v, v 3→ x1, v 2→ x2. Since y1 0→ v 3→ x1 we have x1 → y1 by the Circuit Completion Rule, and similarly
y2
1→ v 2→ x2 implies x2 → y2.
These deductions are common to all four cases that follow, where we abrreviate the Start/Stop Rule as “SSR” and
the Circuit Completion Rule as “CCR.”
Case 1A: y2 → y1, x1 → x2.
(1) (v 2→ x2 & v 3→ x1 → x2) ⇒ x1 0→ x2, by SSR.
(2) (y2 1→ v & y2 → y1 0→ v) ⇒ y2 3→ y1, by SSR.
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(3) (x1 0→ x2 & x1 0→ x2 → y2 1→ v 2→ x2) ⇒ x2 2,4→ y2, by SSR.
(4) x2 2,4→ y2 3→ y1 ⇒ y1 → x2, by CCR.
(5) (y2 3→ y1 → x2 & y2 1→ v 2→ x2) ⇒ y1 0→ x2, by SSR.
(6) (x1 → y1 & x1 0→ x2 2,4→ y2 3→ y1) ⇒ x2 2→ y2, by SSR.
(7) (v 2→ x2 2→ y2 3→ y1 & v 3→ x1 → y1) ⇒ x1 0→ y1, by SSR.
(8) Assume x1 → y2. Then (x1 0→ y1 & x1 → y2 3→ y1) ⇒ x1 1→ y2 by SSR, and then the SSR is violated by
x1
1→ y2 1→ v & x1 0→ y1 0→ v.
(9) By (8) above, y2 → x1.
(10) (y2 3→ y1 & y2 → x1 0→ y1) ⇒ y2 3→ x1, by SSR.
(11) y1 2→ y3 by ±2 Rule.
(12) y2 3→ y1 2→ y3 ⇒ y3 → y2, by CCR.
(13) (y1 0→ v & y1 2→ y3 → y2 1→ v) ⇒ y3 4→ y2, by SSR.
(14) y3 4→ y2 3→ x1 ⇒ x1 → y3, by CCR.
(15) (v 2→ x2 2→ y2 3→ y1 2→ y3 & v 3→ x1 → y3) ⇒ x1 0→ y3, by SSR.
(16) Now x1 0→ y1 and x1 0→ y3 4→ y2 3→ y1, contradicting the SSR.
Case 1B: y1 → y2, x1 → x2.
(1) (v 2→ x2 & v 3→ x1 → x2) ⇒ x1 0→ x2, by SSR.
(2) (y1 0→ v & y1 → y2 1→ v) ⇒ y1 4→ y2, by SSR.
(3) (x1 0→ x2 & x1 0→ x2 → y2 1→ v 2→ x2) ⇒ x2 2,4→ v, by SSR.
(4) Assume thaty2 → x1.Then (y1 0→ v 3→ x1 & y1 4→ y2 → x1) ⇒ y2 1→ x1, and theny2 1→ x1 0→ x2 & y2 1→ v 2→ x2
contradicts the SSR.
(5) x1 → y2, by (4) above.
(6) (x1 → y2 & x1 0→ x2 2,4→ y2) ⇒ x2 2→ y2, by SSR.
(7) (v 2→ x2 2→ y2 & v 3→ x1 → y2) ⇒ x1 0→ y2, by SSR.
(8) Now x1 0→ x2 and x1 0→ y2 1→ v 2→ x2, contradicting SSR.
Case 1C: y2 → y1, x2 → x1.
(1) (y2 1→ v & y2 → y1 0→ v) ⇒ y2 3→ y1, by SSR.
(2) (v 3→ x1 & v 2→ x2 → x1) ⇒ x2 4→ x1, by SSR.
(3) Assume y1 → x2. Then (y2 3→ y1 → x2 & y2 1→ v 2→ x2) ⇒ y1 0→ x2, and then y1 0→ x2 4→ x1 & y1 0→ v 3→ x1
contradict SSR.
(4) x2 → y1, by (3) above.
(5) (x2 4→ x1 & x2 4→ x1 → y1 0→ v 3→ x1) ⇒ x1 1,3→ y1, by SSR.
(6) (v 3→ x1 1,3→ y1 & v 2→ x2 → y1) ⇒ x2 4→ y1, by SSR.
(7) Now x2 4→ x1 and x2 4→ y1 0→ v 3→ x1 contradicts SSR.
Case 1D: y1 → y2, x2 → x1.
(1) (y1 0→ v & y1 → y2 1→ v) ⇒ y1 4→ y2, by SSR.
(2) (v 3→ x1 & v 2→ x2 → x1) ⇒ x2 4→ x1, by SSR.
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(3) (x2 4→ x1 & x2 4→ x1 → y1 0→ v 3→ x1) ⇒ x1 1,3→ y1, by SSR.
(4) x1 1,3→ y1 4→ y2 ⇒ y2 → x1, by CCR.
(5) (y1 0→ v 3→ x1 & y1 4→ y2 → x1) ⇒ y2 1→ x1, by SSR.
(6) (x2 4→ x1 & x2 → y2 1→ x1) ⇒ x2 4→ y2, by SSR.
(7′) Assume y1 → x2.
(8′) (y1
4→ y2 & y1 → x2 4→ y2) ⇒ y1 2,4→ x2, by SSR.
(9′) Now v 2→ x2 and v 3→ x1 1,3→ y1 2,4→ x2 contradicts SSR.
(7) x2 → y1, by (7′)–(9′).
(8) (x2 4→ y2 & x2 → y1 4→ y2) ⇒ x2 2,4→ y1, by SSR.
(9) (y2 1→ v & y2 1→ x1 1,3→ y1 0→ v) ⇒ x1 3→ y1, by SSR.
(10) (v 3→ x1 3→ y1 & v 2→ x2 2,4→ y1) ⇒ x2 4→ y1, by SSR.
(11) Now x2 4→ x1 and x2 4→ y1 0→ v 3→ x1 contradicts SSR.
From Case 1 and Lemma 6.6(3) we may assume that in anyKm(A5) no vertex can have two in-colors that differ by
1 modulo 5, and no vertex can have two out-colors that differ by 1 (mod 5). Therefore, in order to avoid Case 1, the ±2
Rule implies that any vertex inKm(A5) has exactly two in-colors that differ by 2 (mod 5) and exactly two out-colors
that differ by 2 (mod 5). In particular if x c→ y e→ z then e= c, c+ 2, c+ 4, and if x e→ y c→ z then e= c, c+ 1, c+ 3.
With this fact it is easy to prove thatKm(A5) must satisfy the following rules:
Rule 1 on x, y, z: If x
c→ y and x c+2→ z then y c+2→ z.
Rule 2 on x, y, z: If y
c→ x and z c+2→ x then y c→ z.
Rule 3 on x, y, z: If x
c→ y c+2→ z → x then z c+1→ x.
The second case we examine is that of a vertex v with in-colors 0, 2 and out-colors 2, 4, that is y1
0→ v, y2 2→ v,
v
4→ x1, and v 2→ x2.
Case 2:
(1) y1 0→ v 4→ x1 ⇒ x1 → y1 by CCR.
(2) x2 4→ x1 by Rule 1 on v, x2, x1.
(3) x1 1,3→ y1, else CASE 1 arises by the ±2 Rule.
(4) Assume x1 1→ y1 (a subcase of (3)).
(4a) b 
=3→ y1 ⇒ b reaches x1 via b 
=3→ y1 0→ v 4→ x1.
(4b) b 3→ y1 & b 2→ v reduces to CASE 1.
(4c) b 3→ y1 & b 
=2→ v ⇒ b reaches x1 via b 
=2→ v 4→ x1.
(4d) b 3→ y1 & v → b ⇒ v 4→ b by Rule 3 on b, y1, v ⇒ b → x1 by CCR since x1 1→ y1 0→ v 4→ b is admissible.
(4e) b → y1 ⇒ b reaches x1 by (4a)–(4d).
(4f) y1 1→ a reduces to CASE 1 since y1 0→ v.
(4g) y1 3→ a ⇒ a 0→ v by Rule 1 on y1, a, v ⇒ a reaches x1 via a 0→ v 4→ x1.
(4h) y1 c→ a & c 
= 1, 3 ⇒ x1 1→ y1 c→ a is admissible ⇒ a → x1 by CCR.
(4i) y1 → a ⇒ a reaches x1 by (4f)–(4h).
(5) Subcase (4) is impossible by (4e) and (4i), because x1 cannot be the sink.
(6) Assume x1 3→ y1 (the other subcase of (3)).
(6a) x1 1→ a ⇒ a reaches y1 by Rule 1 on x1, a, y1.
(6b) x1 3→ a ⇒ a → y1 by CCR, since y1 0→ v 4→ x1 3→ a is admissible.
(6c) x1 → a ⇒ a reaches y1 as 1,3 are the only out-colors of x1.
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(6d) b 4→ x1 ⇒ b reaches y1 via b 4→ x1 3→ y1.
(6e) b 1→ x1 ⇒ v 4→ b by Rule 2 on x1, v, b ⇒ b → y1 by CCR, because y1 0→ v 4→ b is admissible.
(6f) b → x1 ⇒ b reaches y1 by (6d) and (6e), because 1,4 are the only in-colors of x1.
(7) Subcase (6) is impossible by (6c) and (6f), because y1 cannot be the sink.
(8) CASE 2 is impossible by (3), (5) and (7).
This completes the proof, showing that the conditions of Lemma 6.1 cannot be satisﬁed locally for A5. 
In the following theorem we collect together the facts we have deduced about 1-sinkable digraphs so far, and we
give a construction for 1-sinkable digraphs that uses digraphs in B2.
Theorem 6.8. The following properties hold for B1:
1. If D ∈ B1 and D1 is an induced subdigraph of D then D1 ∈ B1.
If V (D2) = V (D) and A(D) ⊆ A(D2) then D2 ∈ B1.
2. D ∈ B1 if and only if D−1 ∈ B1.
3. If D1 ∈ B1 and D2 ∈ B2 then D1 • D2 ∈ B1 and D2 • D1 ∈ B1.
4. A5 ∈ B1 but A5 /∈B2, i.e., B1 properly contains B2.
5. A5 • A5 /∈B1.
Proof. (1) Clearly D1 /∈B1 implies that D /∈B1, and any D-walk is also a D2-walk hence D2 ∈ B1 if D ∈ B1.
(2) This is Lemma 6.4.
(3) Consider an arc coloring of a tournament T by the vertices of D2 • D1. If G is the digraph with V (G) = V (T )
and arcs colored with the vertices of D2 then G has an independent D2-sink, S, say. Now 〈S〉T is a tournament whose
arcs are colored with D1, so there is a sink, s, for this subtournament. Clearly s is a sink for all of T, since any x 
= s
has a D2-walk in T (that lies in G) to some vertex y ∈ S, and then y has a D1-walk to s and these two walks can be
concatenated.
Now consider D1 •D2. We have D−11 ∈ B1 by (2) and Theorem 4.2 implies that D−12 ∈ B2, hence by what we have
just done D−12 • D−11 ∈ B1. Finally, it follows from (2) that D1 • D2 = (D−12 • D−11 )−1 ∈ B1.
(4) By Theorem 6.7, A5 ∈ B1, however, Ac5 has a 5-cycle so by Theorem 4.2, A5 /∈B2.
(5) To see that A5 • A5 /∈B1 consider the cyclic tournament T with V (T ) = {vi : i ∈ Z5} and A(T ) = {(vi, vi+1),
(vi, vi+2): i ∈ Z5}. Let
V (P ) = Z5 ∪ Z′5,
A(P ) = V (P )2 − {(c, c + 2), (c′, c′ − 1′), (c′, c): c ∈ Z5}.
The digraph P has 10 vertices and a copy of A5 on each of Z5 and Z′5. Also all 25 arcs (c, d ′), c ∈ Z5, d ′ ∈ Z′5 are
present in P , so P contains A5 •A5 as a spanning subdigraph.We note in passing that P c is an oriented Petersen graph.
The arcs of T decompose into two 5-cycles which we color as follows:
C : v0 0→ v1 2→ v2 4→ v3 1→ v4 3→ v0,






Now the inadmissible 2-paths are precisely those of the form x c→ y c+2→ z and x c′→ y c′−1′→ z and x c′→ y c→ z; all other
2-paths are admissible. Then a longest P -walk in T is a 2-path with its ﬁrst arc in C and its second arc in C′, all other
2-paths cannot be traversed. We see that for each i ∈ Z5 the vertex vi+1 does not reach vi , so P /∈B1. By (1) above,
A5 • A5 /∈B1. 
7. Reﬁnements and open problems
For a digraph D /∈B1 one would like some measure of how far removed it is from being inB1. If Tn is a tournament
on n vertices then for a given coloring of Tn by D we can ﬁnd the cardinality (which will be 2) of a smallest D-sink
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in Tn, then we deﬁne the function tc(D, n) to be the supremum of this quantity over all D colorings of all tournaments
Tn. Then tc(D, n) is the size of a largest sink set one may need to absorb all the vertices in a D colored Tn. Next let
tc(D)=supn tc(D, n), so thatD ∈ B1 precisely when tc(D)=1. Successively deleting vertices of maximum in-degree
gives the trivial bound tc(D, n)log2 n, regardless of what D is, and (see [16]) there is no digraph with tc(D) = 2.
If V (D) = {v} and A(D) = ∅ then it is known ([13], page 32) that log2 n − log2log2 n tc(D, n)log2(n + 1).
Apart from these statements little is known about digraphs that are not 1-sinkable.
Finally, we offer the ultimate generalization. Let  be an alphabet and let L ⊆ ∗ be a language. If  : G →  is a
coloring then awalk v0, v1, . . . , vn inG is anL-walk if((v0, v1))((v1, v2)), . . . ,((vn−1, vn)) is aword inL. If in the
deﬁnition ofBi , i = 1, 2, 3, we replace the notions D-walk, D-sink, D-independent by L-walk, L-sink, L-independent;
then we obtain the notion of aBi language. For example, the result of Sands et al., says that if L={rn, bn: n0} then
L ∈ B3, and the result of Chvátal and Lovasz says that if L = {r, b, rb, br, rr, bb} then L ∈ B2.
We close with a list of open problems.
(1) Complete the classiﬁcation of B3. The smallest digraphs in B2 whose B3 status is unsettled are (V ,A1) and
(V ,A2), whereV ={r, b, g} andA1={(r, r), (b, b), (g, g), (r, g), (g, r), (r, b)};A2={(r, r), (b, b), (g, g), (r, g),
(g, r), (r, b), (b, r)}.
(2) Complete the classiﬁcation of B1.
(2a) Is the pentagon inB1? (The pentagon has vertices Z5 and arcs (i, i), (i, i + 1), (i + 1, i) for each i.) If the answer
is yes, can the method for A5 be applied to the pentagon?
(2b) If D1D2 is the disjoint union of D1 and D2 with all two-way arcs between the vertices of D1 and D2, then is
B1 closed under ?
(3) Let V (D)={red, blue, green} and with arc set A(D)={(red, red), (blue, blue), (green, green)}, so that D-walks
are just monochromatic walks. Find the growth rate of the function tc(D, n). Is tc(D) = 3? Are the 1-sinkable
digraphs the only digraphs that satisfy tc(D) = const. ?
(4) If a tournament is 3-colored such that no C3 receives three distinct colors, then is there a 1-vertex sink on
monochromatic paths? The answer is no [7] if more than four colors are involved.
(5) Classify the 1-sinkable languages on a two letter alphabet. That is, ﬁnd all L ⊆ {r, b}∗ such that any tournament
whose arcs are colored r, b has a sink on L-walks.
(6) Classify the languages in B1, B2 and B3.
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